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About This Content

Jimmy's Vendetta will take players into an alternate perspective of the mob through the eyes of Jimmy, a mercenary. Jimmy is
the guy the other guys call when they need to finish the job. Jimmy's Vendetta features dozens of intense newly created arcade-

style, city-based missions that keep Jimmy driving, shooting and rampaging through Empire Bay. Missions will unlock as they
progress, activating a slew of assassination and timed vehicle missions ending in dramatic shootouts and explosive car chases.
Players will rack up points for performance, power slides, and skill shots. The scores will be immediately posted to the new

leaderboard system, providing extensive re-playability, as players work to rise to the top of the ranks. Get to know Empire Bay –
the executioner’s way.
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Publisher:
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Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or later) / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Pentium D 3Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3600+ (Dual core) or higher

RAM: 1.5 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8600 / ATI HD2600 Pro or better

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad
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Awesome game! would love some open world dungeons as wel but prety awesome game :p One of the best MMO's I played.
When you lose, you get nukes. When you win, you get nukes. Therefore, this is the best game ever.. I was waiting for this games
release and when I finally had seen the early access was availiable I jumped to steam and glanced the reviews and payed $10.00
just to play an unfinished demo.

Training mode:Locked
Options: Minimal
Objective screen: doesnt give any ounce of info so it is easy to get lost in the sauce

until the Dev gets his head out of his♥♥♥♥♥ I dont recommend this game.. Overall: 3\/10
It gets pretty boring, and it looks like it was written by middle-schoolers. Not worth the 2 bucks.. If you were/are a fan of
Master Of Orion 1 & 2, this might be something for you! The game makes a suprisingly good mix between RTS elements and
the traditional TBC elements of the genre.

Perhaps not many techs, but the fact that you level them up to increase the benefit, makes research a little bit more straight
foward and clearer, easier to balance.

Extremely large galaxies, unlimited amount of ships, this game can take your PC to it's limits! :). juegazo esta de rucula y jamon
cocido, clave la ambientacionovich. I adore this game! It's such a fun toybox to fiddle around in and make discoveries. It feels
very rewarding to play and discover without feeling penalised for it. I highly recommend it, and can only imagine how awesome
it is in VR!
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Kaos studios has some talent behind their games, however it doesn't seem to be in the way of making the actual game.

Get frontlines for a forgettable shooter you can play once, but don't expect to be very engaged. Some of the gadgets in the game
are neat, and I can see where many of the ideas for Homefront came from. Unfortunately, most of the game is boring and
cookie cutter.

Frontlines also suffers from badguys take too many bullets syndrome. It's tough to kill enemies with the limited selection of
weapons given to you.You might enjoy it once, but wait for a sale. Don't pay full price.. This game is superior
Lost hours of my life here. really good, music is epic, i dont even like jazz. highly recommend. 10/10
This is a great game. Extremely adictive and there is a lot of playtime here. A must have for VR players.. Good single player but
multiplyer isn't a thing anymore. So if you want to play with friends might as well play something else.
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